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The journal is primarily intended for the publication of papers submitted by the members
of the society. It is required that one of the authors of the paper must be a member of the
society. However, non-members can communicate through members of the society and
please visit “http://www.isrsindia.org” for more details to become a member.
Types of contribution:
The journal is concerned with all aspects of remote sensing and its applications and
publishes scientific papers in the subject areas like: (i) Remote sensing of earth, oceans,
atmosphere; (ii) Data collection, analysis, interpretation and display; (iii) Properties and
characteristics of remote sensors and related instruments; (iv) Digital data processing
(hardware and software); (v) Pure and applied research in agriculture, forestry, geology,
geomorphology, hydrology, hazard monitoring, environmental studies, meteorology,
oceanography, marine resources, resource inventory and surveys, integrated rural and
urban planning, cartography and (vi) Economic surveys and cost/benefit analysis. Short
communications should also fulfill the above conditions.
Manuscript Preparation
Authors are requested to read the guidelines for preparing the manuscripts in JISRS
format, and should submit their manuscripts online only. Electronic submission
substantially reduces the editorial processing and reviewing times and shortens overall
publication times. Please follow the hyperlink “https://www.editorialmanager.com/isrs/”
and upload all of your manuscript files following the instructions given on the screen.
Authors need to register themselves at this website to get login_id and password. This
login_id and password can be used to track the status of the paper at the website.
Further correspondence should be addressed to the Editorial Office:
isrs@iirs.gov.in; sarnam.singh@gmail.com
If you face any problems while submitting your manuscript, please contact the Editorial
Office:
isrs@iirs.gov.in; sarnam.singh@gmail.com
Manuscripts in English should be submitted in Word format, typed on Quarto size page,
double spaced, with 2 cm margin on all sides.
The uploading of manuscripts need to be strictly in accordance to the guidelines. While
submitting the manuscripts please follow the instructions carefully and follow the
sequence for uploading the contents as per the sequence of selection boxes. Please do not
upload figures and tables before the text. The selection box for Title need to have only
title of the research article. Please provide all the details/ information in
‘Add/Edit/Remove authors’ selection box, this is important for correspondence during
reviewing phase and later for printing in the journal, which is to be followed by
submission of Abstract, Comments, suggested Reviewers (Please suggest names of
experts in the subject with the details and justification as requested therein. It is

suggested that authors may keep such details ready before starting uploading the
paper.
Blinded Manuscript Submission
Please do not put name and address details of the author(s) in blinded manuscript,
because review process is confidential.
The text should be suitably subdivided in headings and subheadings as mentioned below
and aligned to left margin. The authors are advised to make a word file with Times New
Roman with normal font and upper & lower case without tables and figures embedded in
it. The font size for Title is 16 and bold; for main headings 12 and bold, sub-headings 12
and italics and for remaining text 12 and normal) in double spacing. The equations should
be written using equation editor (which can be edited if needed).
The blinded text need to contain ONLY (in order of sequence) Title (brief and focused
and can be used for indexing), Keywords (5-8 words), Abstract (about 200 words, brief
and highlighting/conveying the results of this study only, it should highlight only
techniques and significant findings and thus be more concise than a regular 'Summary',
Introduction (dealing with background, literature review related to your research subject
and need to be up-to-date, significance and need for this research), Materials and methods
(dealing with study area, data used, methodology, analysis, etc.), Results and discussion
(critical analyses and also compare with findings of other studies), Conclusion (very
specific pertaining to your study, area, society, etc.), Acknowledgement (without prefixes
before names of the persons), References (please see next section on Guidelines for citing
references).
Authors are advised to make a separate file for each table and figure (no table or figure
should in the middle of the main body of the text) and should be referred in the text
with proper author(s) and year (no numbering). A title/caption should be provided for
each Table and Figure separately. In figures/maps the scale bar need to be in metric
system (e.g. m or km), and inside the box of the figure/map. Please do not write word
‘Legend’ in the figure. The north arrow need to be small, and title of the figure and figure
number should be written outside the box of the figure/map. The box and text size of the
legend need to look descent and large enough, so that when reduced during printing it is
legible. Please upload figures in tiff or jpg format with high resolution (e.g. ~500 dpi).
Authors are advised not put so many figures/maps on one page. These can be uploaded
separately one after the other and will be placed suitably while composing and printing.
The words which need to appear in italics are to be either underlined and made italics in
typeset. Use a metric system. Please use standard abbreviations in text, figures and scale
etc. e.g. m for meters, km for kilometer, kg for kilogram, km2 for sq km, etc.
Authors must provide E-mail ID of the corresponding author.
Abbreviations of periodical titles (to be given under references) should follow those
given in A World List of Scientific Periodicals, Butterworths, London. The abbreviations

of periodicals commonly referred in this Journal are reproduced in volume 24(3), 1996. A
uniform style of the abbreviations of journals needs to be followed.
The Editorial Board does not hold itself responsible for the opinions expressed by the
authors.
In short communications the abstract need to be provided for indexing purpose and other
headings and subheadings may be chosen as per requirement of the manuscript.
Illustrations/Figures/Maps:
These should be kept to the absolute minimum in view of the high cost of block making.
The number of the diagrams should be restricted to a maximum of six blocks. The cost of
colour blocks/figures/maps has to be born by the authors, for details please visit ISRS
website. Line diagrams and maps should be neatly drawn in Indian ink on tracing paper
or film. Lines should be of uniform thickness and numbers and letters written with the
help of suitable stencils. Legends should be included for each figure (however, ‘Legend’
word should not be written). The figures/illustrations should be submitted in tiff format
(~500 dpi), along with the doc/ppt file.
All photographs should be of good quality, saved in tiff format scanned at ~500 dpi or
more. They should preferably be in squares or rectangles. If annotated air photos of India
are sent, the author(s) should send certificate to the effect that Defence Clearance has
been obtained for printing them and international boundaries are correct.
Colour pictures/images/figures in any paper will not be printed, unless the payment is
made by the author in advance @ Rs. 2000/- or US$ 50/- per block or written assurance
is provided at the time of submitting the manuscript. Authors are advised to submit black
& figures/grey scale figures in case they are not able to pay the cost of colour plate(s)
printing to ensure quality of the figures.
Length:
The paper should be as brief as possible and should not be longer than 16 double space
typed A-4 size pages including tables and illustrations. Short communications should not
exceed four double space A-4 size pages, including tables and illustrations.
Review Process:
All contributions will be submitted to two-to-three referees for review. In the event of
disagreement between referees, the editors will arbitrate. The Chief Editor's decision is
final and the authors will be informed about the same. Authors can track the status of
their paper on website (http://www.editorialmanager.com/isrs).
Reprints:
Because of high cost of printing, reprints shall be supplied against payment. Request for
reprints can be made for a minimum 50 or multiple of 50 copies and should be sent in
advance.

Orders below 50 reprints will not be entertained. The charges for 50 and 100 reprints are
Rs. 300 and Rs. 600 (in Indian rupees) or US$10 and US$ 20 respectively. A draft of the
exact amount in the name of the “Secretary, Indian Society of Remote Sensing” payable
at Dehradun should be sent to the Chief Editor after the acceptance of manuscript with a
copy to the Secretary, ISRS.
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